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Abstract

Although wearable and portable biomedical devices are the pillar of modern and smart
societies, a large portion the device infrastructure is still under development, operates with poor
monitoring and automation, and lacks sufficient communication among components. Moreover,
demand for wearable bio-medical devices is expected to increase in the coming years. This
situation presents a unique opportunity for electrical engineers to design novel strategies that allow
point-of-care diagnostics to satisfy the increasing demand of wearable bio-medical devices. For
example, in the medical field there is a rising diabetic population base, high demand for miniature
and low-power diagnostic devices, and the need for rapid technological advancements driving the
market growth. Among biosensors, glucose sensors have the largest market presence due to the
increasing population of diabetic patients and the rising need for point-of-care diagnostics and
detection. Glucose sensors are used to measure the glucose concentration in blood of a patient and
are an important part of managing diabetes mellitus. However, to be truly beneficial, the glucose
sensor must be able to function properly over a long time period. The critical issues of a glucose
sensor are limits in the device longevity, power consumption, sensitivity and biocompatibility.
This continuous glucose monitoring system needs to be power efficient, compact, portable,
sensitive, and have a linear response for targeted levels. This research focuses on three main
components, each of which addresses a challenge central to the future 1) Fabrication and
characterization of spin-coated-thin-film (SCTF) and electrospun nanofibrous membrane (ENFM)
based electrochemical enzymatic glucose sensors; 2) Design and simulation of a proposed low-
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power, low-noise transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and voltage control unit (VCU) for glucose
sensing system; and 3) Integration of proposed chronoamperometric potentiostat (TIA and VCU)
with glucose sensors to use it later for implantable bio-medical devices and In-vivo applications.
Electrochemical enzymatic biosensors have become popular for point-of-care monitoring of
glucose levels in the blood. The sensitivity, limit of detection and durability of these biosensors
can be significantly enhanced by the utilization of nanostructures in sensor fabrication. More
specifically, a conductive polymer (CP) PEDOT:PSS based electrospun-nanofibrous-membrane
(ENFM) can increase sensitivity, provide larger surface-to-volume catalyst loading, and create
platform for effective enzyme binding. ENFMs are easily fabricated, cost effective, and can be
tailored to detect a wide range of biochemical reactions with the appropriate materials and
functionalization.
This work represents an integrated glucose monitoring system with a complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) based low-power, low-noise chronoamperometric potentiostat and
electrochemical enzymatic ENFM based glucose sensor. The sensing circuitry can detect
electrochemical current ranging from nanoamps to microamps from the ENFM glucose sensor.
The proposed chronoamperometric potentiostat was implemented in 180 nm CMOS process using
multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode operational amplifier configuration. The
configuration achieves low-noise, high gain, stability and a low-power. The integration of ENFM
glucose sensor with chronoamperometric potentiostat provides the basis for future wearable and
portable biosensors.

viii

Chapter 1: Introduction

With the rapid growth of ultra-low power devices for biomedical, military, and space
applications on the rise, there is a large market need in the field of sensor technology, valued at
USD 15.6 billion in 2016 and expected to grow at a CAGR of 7.9% over the next forecast period
ending in 2026 [1-2]. For example, in the medical field there is 1) a rising diabetic population
base, 2) a high demand for miniature and low-power diagnostic devices, and 3) a need for rapid
technological advancements driving this market growth. Among biosensors, glucose sensors have
the largest market presence due to the increasing population of diabetic patients and the rising need
for point-of-care diagnostics and detection [3-7].
Approximately 285 million people suffer from some form of diabetes. This number is
expected to increase to 700 million by 2045, and an estimated 4 million deaths will be due to
diabetes worldwide [8]. This global disease impacts a large number of people and can adversely
effect the biological system. One way to investigate this issue is to monitor the disease and more
specifically, the glucose level in a person’s blood. The monitoring and sensing of glucose (sugar)
levels in the blood is very important for people with diabetes. More specifically, diabetes is a
disorder associated with an insufficiency of insulin secretion, and a large number of people around
the world suffer from this disorder, which can result in damages to eyes, kidneys, nerves and even
death. One of the most common methods to detect the diabetes is to monitor the levels of glucose
in the blood stream using glucose sensors [9-10]. In addition, these glucose sensors require very
highly sensitive and selective current readout circuitry because of its small size and low power
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requirements. Particularly for diabetic patients, the large scale impact of these glucose sensors will
be the preservation of thousands of lives due to timely treatment and monitoring of their health
conditions. Efficient, cost effective, low power blood glucose sensing and monitoring systems
will extend the life of diabetic patients globally.
1.1

Objectives
The main objectives of this research work is focused 1) the feasibility of electrospinning

conductive polymers to produce enzymatic surfaces for glucose sensing applications, in
comparison to a thin film of the same conductive polymer as the sensing surface and 2) the
integration of ENFM based glucose sensor with a proposed CMOS based potentiostat circuit
designed based on a multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode operational amplifier
configuration. The simulation results confirm that the potentiostat circuit achieves competitive
performance in terms of low-noise, high gain, increased linearity and stability with a significantly
lower-power compared to the prior state-of-the-art potentiostats. The ENFM based glucose sensor
provides enhanced sensitivity, better limit of detection (LOD), good stability, durability, and fast
response time, of reliable results for glucose detection. The aim is to provide researchers and
industry with more information regarding nanostructured conductive polymers in the fabrication
of glucose sensors and it’s integration with the current readout circuit. Due to the low cost
fabrication method and the enhanced durability of an ENFM based glucose sensor response and a
proposed potentiostat circuit, this work is practical and novel solution for implantable and
continuous glucose monitoring systems, hence becoming a potential candidate for future
biosensing applications.

2

1.2

Organization
This dissertation work is organized by chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the fabrication

process, morphological and electrochemical characterization of spin-coated-thin-film (SCTF) and
an electrospun-nanofibrous-membrane (ENFM) based glucose sensor. It also presents the
literature review on various electrospun nanofibrous membrane based glucose sensors using
composites of carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibers, conductive nanoparticles and conductive
polymers.
Chapter 3 introduces the fabrication process of a conductive polymer (CP) PEDOT:PSS
based electrospun–nanofibrous-membrane (ENFM) embedded with silicon carbide nanoparticles
(SiCNPs) and the comparative analysis, morphological and electrochemical characterization of a
SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF based glucose sensors.
In Chapter 4 the literature review on various transimpedance amplifier (TIA) circuit
configurations and a novel design of a low-noise, low-power TIA is presented for a continuous
blood glucose monitoring system for wearable devices. The proposed multi-stage cascode
common source (MSCCS) TIA circuit is designed and implemented in a 180 nm CMOS
technology.
Chapter 5 represents the literature review on the various architectures of potentiostat
circuits for glucose monitoring systems. The proposed chronoamperometric potentiostat was
implemented and simulated using a multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode
operational amplifier configuration. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and also suggests
the potential future work.
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Chapter 2: Electrospun Nanofibrous Membrane Based Glucose Sensor

2.1

Introduction
Biosensing has capitalized on the excellent characteristics and properties of nanostructures

for detecting glucose levels in diabetic patients. In glucose sensing systems, the fabrication of a
suitable matrix for immobilizing glucose oxidase (GOx) has become more interesting for the
application of nanofibers in enzymatic electrochemical biosensors [11-13]. These nanofiber based
electrochemical biosensors are superior in manufacturability and performance due to low cost,
diversity of materials, ease of miniaturization, response time, durability, and structure versatility.
This chapter highlights the latest material integration of various nanofibrous composite membranes
of carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibers, conductive nanoparticles and conductive polymers that
1

provide large matrix-like, porous surfaces to enhance the immobilization of enzymes, for the

fabrication of glucose biosensors [14-20]. This chapter presents a comparative electrochemical and
morphological analysis of spin-coated thin film (SCTF) and electrospun-nanofibrous-membrane
(ENFM) based glucose sensor using a conductive polymer. The fabrication of sensing electrodes
was completed by the immobilization of glucose oxidase (GOx) enzyme onto the conductive

K. Puttananjegowda, A. Takshi, S. Thomas, “Electrospun Nanofibrous Membrane based
Electrochemical Glucose Sensor”, IEEE Sensors Lett., vol. 4, no.2, pp. 1-4, 2020.
K. Puttananjegowda, A. Takshi, S. Thomas, “Electrospun Nanofibrous Structures for
Electrochemical Enzymatic Glucose Biosensing: A Perspective”, J. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 167,
no. 3, pp. 1-6, 2020.
S. Thomas, R. Khan, K. Puttananjegowda, W. Serrano-Garcia, “Conductive polymers andmetal
oxide polymericcomposites fornanostructures andnanodevices”, Advances in Nanostructured
Materials and Nanopatterning Technologies, pp. 243-271, 2020.
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polymer, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), electrospun
composite membrane and PEDOT: PSS thin film, which was spin-coated onto gold electrode. The
ENFM and SCTF based glucose sensors were characterized for morphology by using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and for electrochemical activity by using chronoamperometry (CA), electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) methods. The electrochemical
analysis results demonstrated that the ENFM based glucose sensor provides reliable results of
enhanced sensitivity, good stability, reasonable repeatability, durability, and quick response time
for glucose detection compared to SCTF based sensing electrodes.
The remainder of chapter 2 is arranged as follows: A review of the proposed ENFM based
glucose sensor and literature review of nanofibrous sensors is provided in Section 2.2; Sensor
fabrication procedures are discussed in Section 2.3; Sensor characterization is presented in Section
2.4; Experimental results were explained in Section 2.5 and performance comparison was
discussed in Section 2.6.
2.2

Literature Review
Many people around the world suffer from diabetes, which can result in damages to eyes,

kidneys, nerves, gangrene, subsequent amputation and even death [21]. Approximately 285 million
people suffer from diabetes, and this number is expected to increase to 430 million by 2030 [2223]. The monitoring and sensing of glucose (sugar) levels in the blood is very important for people
with diabetes [24]. The recent development of low-cost, highly sensitive, and highly stable
electrochemical glucose biosensors has been given much attention due to promising results for
point-of-care diagnoses and accurate monitoring of blood glucose levels in diabetic patients [2527].
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One important aspect in the fabrication of glucose sensors is the capability of keeping the
glucose oxidase (GOx) enzyme on the surface of the electrode to electrochemically detect the active
species [28-30]. This has been accomplished by the use of suitable nanostructures for the
immobilization of the enzyme. Among several configurations of nanostructures being used for
glucose bio-sensing, electrospun nanofibrous structures are the most effective in achieving higher
sensitivity, minimum limit of detection (LOD), better binding of enzyme with electrode, favorable
porosity and thermal stability.

Figure 2.1 Representation of the nanofibrous structure based glucose sensor.
A nanofibrous structure-based glucose sensor is represented in Figure 2.1. Nanofibrous
structures offer configuration and integration advantages due to structural dimensions on the order
of nanometers, small size, high surface area, porosity, enhanced optical and electrical properties,
more efficient enzyme to electrode electron-transfer, and the capability of enhancing additional
catalytic reactions; all, of which, demonstrate significant benefits compared to macroscale
materials [31-33]. Electrospun nanofibrous membranes are tunable in terms of dimension; cost
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effective and safer in terms of fabrication; flexible in terms of orientation, scaling and bending;
greener in terms of material processing; and versatile in terms of high surface-to-volume ratio
[31,32,34-50]. It is advantageous to fabricate bead free nanofibers, which has less variability in
the fiber morphology and favor reproducibility of the sensing surface [51]. Various nanofibrous
composite structures, comprised of carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibers, conductive
nanoparticles, and conductive polymers, are suitable for the fabrication of glucose sensors due to
the direct charge transfer process between GOx and the surface of the electrode material, which
effectively immobilizes the enzymes and promotes the electrochemical response [34-37].
Emphasis is placed on these composite structures due to the material conductivity, which in turn
increases the sensitivity of the sensor. Researchers have begun to actively exploit these properties
to improve the lifetime, efficiency, size, accuracy and usability of sensors for treating diabetes.
Therefore, nanofibrous based glucose sensors are finally being considered for the initial stages of
commercial and clinical implementation, which is predicted to offer better treatment in the future
for diabetic patients.
Since the first reported GOx enzymatic electrode in 1967 [38], electrochemical glucose
sensor structures have evolved from thin film to 2D and 3D structures. By embedding 2D and 3D
structures into electrospun nanofiber composites and using conductive polymers, researchers have
been able to offer customized loading of enzymes, better binding of GOx with the electrode and
excellent ability to immobilize enzymes. Electrospun nanofibrous structures have a critical impact
on glucose sensor reliability, surface sensitivity and real-time responsiveness for detecting changes
in glucose levels [34, 39-42]. Enzyme based detection requires a stable and highly sensitive
sensing electrode matrix. This matrix, fabricated by electrospinning, can have a dispersion or
attachment of functional nanostructures in the polymeric solution and offers efficient binding of
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functional particles. The nanofibrous matrix can also encapsulate or protect the enzymes from
denaturation when exposed to changes in pH or temperature, leading to enhancements in sensing
performance and long-term stability (addressing issues plaguing enzymatic sensors). In addition,
nanofibrous membranes allow for increased stabilization of the enzymatic activity and limit
leaching of enzyme molecules in the electrolyte solution. A favorable surface for effective enzyme
loading is created, and direct electron-transfer between electrode and enzyme is facilitated using
nanofibrous composites of carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibers, conductive nanoparticles and
conductive polymers.
2.2.1 Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Based Electrospun Nanofibers
Carbon nanotubes (multi and single-walled) have been discovered to promote catalytic
behavior, electrical conductance and reduce immobilization matrix fouling [46, 43]. Multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) mixed with poly(acrylonitrile-co-acrylic acid) (PANCAA) based
nanofibrous membranes (NFMs), were electrospun onto platinum (Pt) electrodes, which enhances
the sensing activity and the lifetime of glucose sensor [44]. Nylon 6,6 nanofibers were electrospun
and MWCNTs were incorporated and encapsulated with conducting polymer, (poly-4-(4,7di(thiophen-2-yl)-1H-benzo[d]imidazol-2-yl)benzaldehyde) (PBIBA), to form a nanofibrous
matrix. These nylon 6,6 nanofibers are bead free (Figure 2.2 (a) ), which helps with the formation
of a homogenous distribution of a nanofibrous membrane on the electrode surface and promotes
good stability. It is highlighted that with an increase in CNTs, there is an increase in electron
transfer and an increase in morphological porosity due to CNTs. The matrix has a high ratio of
surface to volume coating of PBIBA, which enhanced the covalent loading of the GO x (Figure 2.2
(b)) to the nanofibrous surface for effective immobilization [52]. Nitrogen-doped carbon
nanotubes (NCNTs) were also presented as ideal carbon nanomaterials for immobilizing and
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maintaining better electrochemical enzymatic activity [45]. For more timely point-of-care
diagnosis of glucose levels, it will be encouraging for researchers to investigate nanofibers filled
with single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) to fabricate glucose biosensors.

As a

comparative, SWCNTs have been shown to have lower charge transfer resistance than MWCNTs,
yielding a higher electron-transfer rate at the electrode-enzyme interface and better glucose
detection [46].
2.2.2 Carbon Nanofiber (CNF) Based Electrospun Nanofibers
In considering CNFs, nitrogen-doped carbon nanofibers (NCNFs) were prepared by
electrospinning polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibers and conducting carbonization, as shown in
Figure 2.2 (c) [47]. Incorporating nitrogen increases the electron-transfer rate and enhances oxygen
reduction for a highly stable and quickly responsive glucose sensor. Due to the unique freestanding NCNF structure, the glucose sensor demonstrated enhanced stability and high sensitivity
[47]. Highly dispersive nickel (Ni)/ cobaltous oxide (CoO) carbon nanofibers were fabricated by
electrospinning and exhibited excellent sensitivity and catalytic activity for determining levels of
glucose. The amount of surfactant had a significant impact on the material morphology, which
further affected the current response sensitivity as glucose levels changed [46]. Another glucose
sensor was fabricated based on hybrid nanostructures of palladium-helical carbon nanofibers (PdHCNFs), and immobilization of GOx with nafion was conducted on glassy carbon electrodes
(GCE). The resulting biosensor exhibited good sensitivity and responded to a wide range of
changes in glucose levels [48]. Prussian blue (PB) nanofeatures were grown on carboxylic groupfunctionalized carbon nanofibers (FCNFs) to form low cost nanocomposites with good stability
and selectivity. Results supported PB–FCNF biosensors being effectively applied for glucose
measurements [49]. Therefore, the sensing performance and enzymatic glucose response of
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electrospun carbon nanofibers will continue to improve as researchers investigate nanofiberhybrids (incorporation of nanostructures, particularly nanoparticles).
2.2.3 Conductive Nanoparticles (CNP) Based Electrospun Nanofibers
Conductive nanoparticles have sensitive electrochemical properties based on their size,
dispersion, atomic configuration, and level of conductivity. For high electrochemical activity to
occur in functional materials, there needs to be a high dispersion of nanoparticles in the material,
but there is a propensity for nanoparticles to aggregate, lowering the catalytic activity and reuse
lifetime [34,37,50-54]. Therefore, there is a trade-off with the amount of nanoparticles that can
be dispersed, in-situ or ex-situ, to the nanofibers via covalent bonding, adsorption, or
encapsulation. A polymeric nanofiber matrix with nanoparticles tends to offer a stable support
structure for the interface of the enzyme on a solid surface for immobilization.

In recent

fabrications of nanofibrous composite sensors, the nanoparticle of choice has been gold
nanoparticles, where gold is one of the highly conductive materials at 4.10×10 7 S/m (20°C). A
nanofibrous surface of a poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and graphene oxide (GOx) electrospun
composite was coated with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and then exposed to a copper (Cu)
nanoflower GOx and horseradish per-oxidase [44]. The electrochemical analysis of the PVA/GOAuNP-Cu-nanoflower nanofibrous glucose sensor was enhanced by the addition of AuNPs and Cu
nanoflowers,

which

increased

the

overall

conductivity

of

the

sensing

electrode.

Poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI)/PVA/GOx were electrospun on gold electrodes, and the surface of the
nanofibers were post treated with AuNPs. The adhesion of gold electrodes with the nanofibrous
membrane and the nanofiber water stability was improved by modifying the surface of the glucose
sensor [54]. In another study, gold nanoparticles, poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN) electrospun
nanofibers, and CNTs were used to fabricate a glucose sensor [47]. The PAN nanofibers were
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decorated with gold nanoparticles, and carboxylated CNTs were further coated onto the nanofibers
by electrophoretic deposition, which helped to facilitate direct electron transfer and the GOx
immobilization with this nanofibrous electrode surface [47]. Hence, the conductive properties of
the glucose sensor electrode were significantly enhanced by decorating the nanofibers with gold
nanoparticles and CNTs and thus the sensitivity of the sensor. The glucose biosensors exhibited
good operational stability and repeatability with low LOD. It should also be noted that a dispersion
of nanoparticles into nanofibers may have a mass transfer rate limit and are less likely to be
recyclable (impacting sustainability), and the nanoparticles may tend to aggregate causing the
sensor to lose detection functionality. Therefore, further exploration of conductive nanoparticles,

a
as another alternative component
of nanofibrous glucose sensing, isb needed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2 (a) Nylon 6,6/MWCNT nanofibers SEM image [52] (b) SEM image of PBIBA coated
Nylon 6,6/MWCNTs nanofibers with GOx [52] (c) NCNF SEM image [47]
2.2.4 Conductive Polymers (CP) Based Electrospun Nanofibers
In this section, we focus on sensing applications of conductive polymers (CP), where CPs
impact reaction time, affectability, sensitivity, and selectivity, i.e. sensor innovation parameters.
For biosensing, sufficient response times tend to be on the order of seconds for human reaction,
and when investigating sensor, it is advantageous to focus on response times. Detecting parameters
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of polymer-based sensors can include redox responses, chain entanglement changes, molecular
adsorption and desorption, volume and weight changes, or charge mobility/screening. Leading
CPs have intrinsic characteristics influencing high affectability and selectivity via qualities of lowtemperature amalgamation and preparation, compound versatility, large surface area production,
adaptability, and cost viability. Accordingly, the use of conducting polymers in sensor application
has been aggressive, and these materials have subsequently been viewed as standout amongst
polymers.
Different

conducting

polymers,

including

polyaniline

(PANI),

poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), and polypyrrole (PPy) have been
widely researched for biosensing.

PPy and PANI nanowires provided connectivity of two

terminals on a silicon wafer through an electrolyte channel when an electric potential was
connected. Analyzing the electrochemical reaction of the nanowires can help gauge a biosensor
response depending on these leading polymer nanomaterials. The parameters of the nanowires
were dictated by the width of the channel and the separation between terminals. The embedded
receptors into the polymer during electropolymerization, and an avidin protein was then entangled
in the PPy nanowire, crafting the sensing of a biotin-conjugated DNA [51-55].
Conducting polymers continue to attract much attention in the development of
amperometric glucose biosensors, because of the physical entrapment of glucose oxidase, GO x,
within their porous structure. Particularly, PEDOT: PSS has been studied widely, due to its higher
enzyme immobilization capability, good electrical conductivity, better processability, excellent
electrochemical stability, reliability, and biocompatibility [54-55].
One vital aspect in the development of amperometric biosensors is the capability of the
enzymatic surface on the electrode to electrochemically detect the active species. Researchers have
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accomplished this by using suitable substrates for the immobilization of the enzyme. This
immobilization can be conducted in different ways, such as in the utilization of carbon–organic
polymer composites, conductive salts, cross-linked polymers, conductive polymers, sol-gels,
carbon pastes, or carbon nanotubes [34-37].
The present work focuses on an electrospun conducting polymer PEDOT: PSS membrane
based sensor electrode, which was fabricated for better binding of the bioenzyme, glucose oxidase.
The electrochemical behavior of the electrode was studied for the detection of glucose and the
results show the potential advantages of nanofibrous membrane based electrodes for biosensors
and measurement of glucose concentration with better sensitivity, LOD, response time, durability,
selectivity and repeatability.
2.3

ENFM and SCTF Glucose Sensor Fabrication

2.3.1 Materials and Apparatus Required for Fabrication of Glucose Sensor
A PEDOT:PSS with high conductivity grade from Sigma Aldrich, polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF) with molecular weight of 534,000, and tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution was used for
fabricating the electrospun-nanofibrous-membrane (ENFM). The glucose oxidase (GOx) is a solid
from Aspergillus Niger Type X-S, lyophilized powder (with no oxygen) of 100,000 - 250,000
units/g and the -D-(+)-Glucose (anhydrous) is from Sigma Aldrich used directly without
purification. The potassium ferricyanide with a molecular weight of 329.26 g/mol was also from
Sigma Aldrich. Deionized water was used for preparing the electrolyte and for cleaning the
electrodes. The electrolyte aqueous mixture of a 1:1 ratio with solutions of 5 mM glucose and 5
mM potassium ferricyanide were prepared afresh at the time of the experiments. For measuring
the response of the electrode to the glucose concentration, the concentration was increased by
adding glucose to the electrolyte solution. Sputtered chromium (100 nm) and gold (100 nm) on
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glass substrates of a 0.35 cm x 0.5 cm area were used for making working and counter electrodes;
reference electrode as silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) was used in this electrochemical
experiments. Before conducting each of the experiments, the counter electrode plate was cleaned
with acetone and washed with deionized water. The electrochemical measurements was conducted
on VersaSTAT-4 by Princeton Applied Research (PAR), an electrochemical analyzer on a threeelectrode system set up. PEDOT: PSS SCTF and ENFM based electrodes were used as working
electrodes. All the electro-chemical measurements were operated in ambient conditions. Scanning
electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S800) with 25 kV acceleration voltage, 1500 magnification
and 10 μm scale bar; transmission electron microscope (TEM, Tecnai TF20) with field emission
gun, 200 kV acceleration voltage, 43000 magnification and 50 nm scale bar; and atomic force
microscope (AFM, Veeco 3100) with tapping mode and 3 μm scale bar were used to characterize
the morphology of ENFM and SCTF.
2.3.2 Fabrication Process of ENFM and SCTF Sensing Electrodes
The fabrication of an electrospun conducting polymer of PEDOT:PSS nanofiber based
glucose sensor involves the following process steps, which is represented in Figure. 2.3i, As shown
in Figure. 2.3i (a), first, a glass substrate was cleaned with acetone, methanol followed by plasma
cleaning; then layers of Cr and Au were sputtered on the glass substrate as indicated in Figure. 2.3i
(b) and Figure. 2.3i (c). The electrospinning solution was prepared by dissolving 1.18 g of PVDF
and 0.22 g of PEDOT:PSS in 2 mL of THF and stirring for 1 hr at 60 oC. The prepared solution
was electrospun with the applied voltage of 18 kV, a flow rate of 10 μLmin −1 and the distance
from the collector plate to the tip was 29 cm, then the fibers start spinning on to the Au coated
glass substrate with the membrane thickness ~500 nm, as shown in Figure 2.3ii (g) which
represents the custom designed electrospinning setup. After the fibers are spun on the gold surface,
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then the ENFM electrode was dried at 60 °C for 4 hrs as shown in Figure 2.3i (d); finally, a GOx
enzyme solution of ~1.4 mg was drop casted onto the nanofibrous layer as in Figure 2.3i (e), then
for immobilization of a enzyme onto the nanofibrous membrane, the ENFM electrodes were kept
at 4 oC for 24 hrs. A thin film of PEDOT: PSS was fabricated by spin-coating 0.0482 g of PEDOT:
PSS at the speed of 45 RPM for 2 mins on the 0.35 cm x 0.5 cm gold electrode; then dried at 60
o

C for 4 hrs and then the GOx enzyme solution of ~1.4 mg was drop casted over the spin-coated

thin film, and the bare gold electrodes. For enzyme immobilization to occur, the electrodes were
kept at 4 oC for 24 hrs. Figure 2.3i (f) shows the photograph of ENFM glucose sensor electrode.

Figure 2.3i (a - e) Fabrication process of ENFM based glucose sensing electrode and
(f) Photograph of the ENFM sensor electrode.
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Figure 2.3ii (g) Custom designed electrospinning setup.
2.4

ENFM and SCTF Glucose Sensor Characterization

2.4.1 Morphological Characterization
The SEM of PEDOT: PSS SCTF without GOx and with GOx are shown in Figure 2.4 (a)
and (b). The SEM, TEM, and AFM (tapping mode) pictures of the fabricated polymer based ENFM
are shown in Figure 2.5 (a-c). The morphology and randomly oriented fibrous structure with a
diameter in the range of 50 - 100 nm is shown in these images. Figure 2.5 (d-f) show surface
coverage of closely packed mesh like structures, facilitating higher GO x populous on the
nanofibrous matrix and capitalizing on the larger surface area, which helps in binding the GO x
enzyme within the fibrous membrane of the electrode; whereas in the SCTF electrode, the nonuniform coverage of enzyme molecules leaches out very fast when placed in an electrolyte solution
which affects the sensitivity, stability, repeatability and durability of the sensing electrode. Thus
SEM, TEM and AFM studies reveal the discriminate surface morphology between
Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers) and Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx membranes (Figure 2.5)
with the spin-coated Au/PEDOT: PSS (film) and Au/PEDOT: PSS (film)/GO x (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4 (a) SEM images of PEDOT:PSS SCTF without GOx (b) SEM images of PEDOT:PSS
SCTF with GOx

Figure 2.5 (a) SEM (b) TEM and (c) AFM images of electrospun PEDOT: PSS nanofibers
without GOx (d) SEM (e) TEM and (f) AFM images of electrospun PEDOT: PSS nanofibers
with GOx.
2.4.2 Electrochemical Characterization
The electrochemical measurements was conducted with the three-electrode test setup as
shown in Figure 2.6. Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GO x and Au/PEDOT: PSS (film)/GO x
electrodes were used as the working electrodes (WE). Ag/AgCl was used as a reference electrode
17

(RE) and a bare gold electrode was used as counter electrode (CE). The electrocatalytic activity of
working electrodes was evaluated using cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 5 mM of potassium
ferricyanide solution and the voltage was scanned between -0.9 V to +0.9 V (vs. Ref) at various
scan rates. Chronoamperometric (CA) measurements of samples were carried out at an applied
potential of +0.5 V for various glucose concentrations and the current response was recorded for
60 seconds. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed
for sensing electrodes, analysed by Nyquist and Bode plots for different glucose concentrations
with a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz and an amplitude of 10 mV. Subsequently, the current
and the impedance response was recorded for each incremental addition of glucose.

Figure 2.6 Electrochemical test setup for ENFM and SCTF based glucose sensors.
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2.5

Experimental Results

2.5.1 Comparative Electrochemical Analysis of Gold, SCTF and ENFM Based Glucose Sensing
Electrodes Through CV, CA and EIS
The comparative performance analysis of bare gold (Au/GOx), SCTF Au/PEDOT: PSS
(film)/GOx and ENFM Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx based glucose sensing electrodes were
studied through various electrochemical analysis such as CV, CA and EIS. The CV of the bare
gold, SCTF and ENFM electrodes at 5 mM glucose concentration with a potential range of +0.9
V to -0.9 V at a scan rate of 50 mVs-1 are depicted in Figure 2.7i (a). The CV of ENFM based
electrode shows the oxidation peak of +0.92 mA at +0.49 V and reduction peak of -0.995 mA at 0.35 V, whereas the SCTF and the gold electrodes exhibits very less oxidation peaks of 0.589 mA
and 0.029 mA at +0.46 V and +0.388 V respectively and the reduction peaks of -0.64 mA and 0.043 mA at -0.38 V and -0.29 V respectively.
Figure 2.7ii (b) shows the CA graphs of the gold, SCTF and ENFM electrodes at 5 mM
glucose concentration with a potential 0.5 V and an elapsed time of 60 sec. The transient current
in the ENFM electrode was found to be significantly higher than the other two electrodes.
However, for sensing applications, the steady-state current value is more important. The ENFM
based electrode exhibits a 43 nA at 60 sec, whereas the SCTF and bare gold based electrodes show
a much lower current response of 24 nA and 9.8 nA at 60 sec respectively compared to ENFM
based electrode. The EIS is performed for these bare gold (Au/GO x), SCTF Au/PEDOT: PSS
(film)/GOx and ENFM Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrodes at 5 mM glucose
concentration with a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz and an amplitude of 10 mV is represented
by bode plots which is shown in Figure 2.7ii (c). The gold and SCTF electrodes exhibit higher
impedance values of 1653 Ω and 1007 Ω at 0.1 Hz. The ENFM based electrode exhibits the lower
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impedance of 701 Ω at 0.1 Hz. This is particularly important because despite the nanofiber
coatings, the low frequency impedance of the ENFM electrode is lower than the gold electrode.
The various electrochemical results from CV, CA, and EIS indicate that the ENFM based electrode
shows better performance for glucose sensing. Therefore, we focused on studying the ENFM
electrode.

Figure. 2.7i (a) CV of gold (Au/GOx), SCTF Au/PEDOT: PSS (film)/GO x
and ENFM Au/PEDOT:PSS(nanofibers)/GOx electrodes.
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Figure. 2.7ii (b) CA graphs of gold (Au/GOx), SCTF Au/PEDOT: PSS (film)/GO x and ENFM
Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrodes. (c) Bode plots of gold (Au/GO x), SCTF
Au/PEDOT: PSS (film)/GO x and ENFM Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrodes.
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2.5.2 CV of ENFM Based Glucose Sensor with Different Scan Rates
The CV was used to characterize the electrochemical behavior of Au/PEDOT:PSS
(nanofibers)/GOx electrode for a solution of 5 mM of glucose in 5 mM of potassium ferricyanide
at different scan rates from 25 mVs -1 to 200 mVs-1, as the results are shown in Figure 2.8(a). As
expected the results show higher redox peak currents at higher scan rates and the potential
corresponding to the redox peaks were shifted away as the scan rate was changed toward 200 mVs 1

. The CV was deconvoluted based on two Gaussian peaks for both oxidation and reduction peaks.

Figure 2.8(b) demonstrates the current variation at various scan rates where a unity ratio (I pa/Ipc=
1.0) of cathodic peak current (Ipc) and anodic peak current (Ipa) was achieved for all scan rates (25
mV s−1 to 200 mVs−1). With the increasing scan rates both peak currents (I pa and Ipc) increased.
The peak form of the CV is similar to the electrochemical reversible Nernst’s reaction. There was
direct proportionality between the peak currents and the square root of the scan rates, and an
electron transfer process, occurring on the surface, was indicated by a linear trend line of the
glucose redox conversion. The following linear regression equations easily express the
dependency of the working electrode peak current on the square root of the scan rate:
Ipa = 2.5964x + 0.363, R² = 0.9859 ........................................................................................ (2.1)
Ipc = -2.3078x - 0.4373, R² = 0.9896 ...................................................................................... (2.2)
There was no critical shifts observed at the reduction and oxidation peaks between the
range of 200 mV to 500 mV. Thus, affirming that the Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GO x electrode
shows stability during the sensing of glucose.
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Figure. 2.8 (a) CV of Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrode at different scan rates from 25
mVs-1 to 200 mVs−1. (b) Calibrated plot of peak current versus the scan rates for
Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrode.
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2.5.3 EIS of ENFM Based Glucose Sensor
The EIS was carried out for Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrode that are depicted
in Nyquist plots which is shown in Figure 2.9 (a), at an amplitude of 10 mV with the frequency
range from 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz. The Nyquist plot of the imaginary part (Zim) of the total impedance
versus the real part of the impedance (Zre) is expected to show the standard semicircle with a tail
representing the Randal model. As shown, in the Figure 2.9 (a) the semicircle is relatively small,
and the large variation in the slope of the tail at the low frequencies clearly imply the sensitivity
of the electrode to the glucose concentration. The high frequency semicircle represents the
heterogeneous electron transport (ET) kinetics between the PEDOT: PSS nanofiber and the redox
reactant in solution. On the other hand, the low frequency linear response can be attributed to the
diffusive transport of the redox reactant in solution phase coupled to the PEDOT: PSS nanofibrous
surface. The equivalent electrical circuit model of the ENFM electrode was generated by utilizing
EIS spectrum analyzer. The electrochemical setup with the ENFM electrode was modeled using a
series-parallel combination of the resistor-capacitor (RC) network which includes a double-layer
capacitance (CWE) of 4.5 μF, solution resistance (Rs) of 200 Ω, a charge transfer or polarization
resistance (RWE) of 34.3 Ω, and a Warburg impedance (WWE) of 367.9. Large double-layer
capacitance and the Warburg impedance represents a large surface area due to the porosity of the
nanofibrous membrane. The Figure 2.9 (b) indicates that bode plot of the change in glucose
concentration from 0 mM to 25 mM changes the resistance. Inset Figure 2.9 (b) represents the
calibration plot of Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrode with addition of glucose. The
analysis shows that the Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrode has better response for the
glucose detection. Therefore, the EIS was used to study the detailed information about the
impedance response of the ENFM electrode for glucose detection.
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Figure 2.9 (a) Nyquist plot of Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrode. (b) Bode plot of
Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrodes. Inset: Calibration plot at Au/PEDOT: PSS
(nanofibers)/GOx electrode at frequency 10 kHz, between |Z| versus glucose concentration.
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2.5.4 CA of ENFM Based Glucose Sensor

Figure 2.10 Chronoamperometric graph of Au/PEDOT:PSS(nanofibers)/GO x electrode at
different glucose concentration ranges from 0 mM to 25 mM at +0.5 V potential respectively.
Inset: Calibration plot of current response versus successive increase in glucose concentration for
Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrodes.
CA is used to demonstrate the relationship between the current and the glucose
concentration. Figure 2.10 represents the chronoamperometric graph for Au/PEDOT:PSS
(nanofibers)/GOx electrode at constant potential +0.5 V vs. reference electrode Ag/AgCl upon
successive addition of glucose into a 5 mM potassium ferricyanide electrolyte solution. A +0.5 V
potential was applied to the Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GO x working electrode. As a function
of time, the resulting current was measured. The current values were initially around 0.23 ± 0.0014
μA and it increases to 19.7 ± 0.0015 μA, where the concentration of the glucose were varied from
0 mM to 25 mM was observed within 160 sec. A linear relationship was observed between the
initial current measured and an increasing concentration of the glucose. The calibration plot of
Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GO x electrode was shown in Figure 2.10 inset, for measuring and
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detecting various glucose levels. The linear regression equation is I = 1.7885x+ 0.236 with a
correlation co-efficient (R2) of 0.9905. The limit of detection was found to be 2.2 μM and the
sensitivity was calculated to be 10.22 μA/mM cm2. The Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx
working electrode demonstrates a response time of less than 4 sec for the glucose detection. The
PEDOT:PSS nanofibers membrane provides larger surface area and higher loading of GO x enzyme
helps in effective electron transfer mediation that results a better response time.
2.5.5 Repeatability, Durability and Selectivity of ENFM Glucose Sensor
The repeatability of the Au/PEDOT:PSS(nanofibers)/GOx sensing electrode was evaluated
by CV measurements of oxidation and reduction current responses with a potential sweep of +0.9
V and -0.9 V at a scan rate of 50 mVs-1 with 4 cycles consecutively in an aqueous solution of 5
mM glucose and 5 mM potassium ferricyanide. As the results in Figure 2.11 shows repeated cycles
were overlapped, confirming the repeatability of the electrode.

Figure 2.11 Repeatability of ENFM Au/PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx sensing electrode is
evaluated by CV measurement graphs.
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Durability of the Au/PEDOT: PSS (films)/GO x and Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx
sensing electrodes were measured for 5 mM glucose concentration and 5 mM potassium
ferricyanide electrolyte at +0.5 V potential and the sensing electrodes were refrigerated at less than
4 oC. Chronoamperometric measurements in Figure 2.12, shows a significant decrease in current
response of 35% for SCTF based sensing electrode. However, a much lower change in current
response of 11% for ENFM based sensing electrodes over 60 days was observed. The durability
of the ENFM sensing electrode is considerably good because of the porous structure of the compact
nanofibrous matrix, which could preserve GOx enzyme molecules on the nanofibrous membrane
without loss of activity.

Figure 2.12 Durability of ENFM Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx and thin film Au/PEDOT:
PSS (film)/ GOx sensing electrode is measured at 5 mM glucose concentration and 5 mM
potassium ferricyanide electrolyte at +0.5 V. The error bars indicates the standard deviation of 6
experimental measurements.
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Selectivity of the ENFM glucose sensor was validated through CA analysis at +0.5 V under
the interference of various ingredient such as sodium chloride, and potassium ferricyanide with 2
mM concentration, as shown in Figure 2.13. There was a significant increase in current has been
noticed when the 2 mM concentration of glucose was injected, which demonstrates that the ENFM
electrode acts as a selective glucose sensor at a trace level of glucose. These electrochemical
analysis results are indicative of good repeatability, durability and selectivity through strong
electrochemical responses when using ENFM electrode, encouraging the application of nanofibers
structures for the fabrication of potential biosensors in future.
However, we haven’t tested the sensor with the real blood sample but the promising
electrochemical analysis results are encouraging us to move forward to test sensor with real blood
samples. The results with real blood samples are proposed for future research work.

Figure 2.13 Selectivity test of ENFM Au/PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx glucose sensing
electrode.
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2.6 Performance Comparison
Table 2.1 Comparison of ENFM sensor with prior state-of-the-art glucose sensors
This Work
Au/PEDOT
:PSS/PVDF
/ GOx
10.22 μA/
mM cm2

Reference

[34]

[37]

[52]

[54]

[55]

Sensing
Electrode

CuNF/AuNPs
/ GO/GOx

MWCNT
/Au/GOx

Nylon
6,6/PBI
BA/GOx

4ATP/PVA
/PEI/ GOx

PVA-SbQ/
MWCNTCOOH/GOx

Sensitivity

NA

0.47 μA/
mM cm2

NA

NA

NA

Limit of
Detection
Concentrat
ion Range
Number of
Days
Response
Time

0.018 μM

4 μM

18 μM

0.9 μM

2 μM

2.2 μM

0.001 – 0.1
mM

0 – 30
mM

0.02 – 2
mM

10 – 200
μM

0.005 -4
mM

0 – 25 mM

20 days

14 days

32 days

21 days

5 days

60 days

NA

20 sec

NA

NA

NA

< 4 sec

Table 2.1 depicts the comparative study of formerly reported glucose sensing electrodes
[34], [37], [52], [54], and [55]. From the Table 2.1, it can be observed that the ENFM based glucose
sensor has a significant improvement in performance showing fast response time, better sensitivity
and limit of detection, durability, and large concentration range compared to conventional glucose
sensors.
2.7

Discussion
In this chapter, we presented the development of a highly sensitive electrospun nanofibrous

membrane based electrochemical glucose sensor which can potentially be used for monitoring
diabetic patients. A fibrous morphology of PEDOT: PSS indicated high distribution of GO x onto
the electrospun nanofibrous matrix as compared to a PEDOT: PSS thin film. The electrospun
nanofibers used as a unique sensing electrode matrix helped to facilitate GOx immobilization. The
conductive polymer PEDOT: PSS based nanofibers presented as a membrane greatly facilitated
the electron transfer between GO x and the sensor electrode. The improved durability, repeatability
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and stability of the ENFM based sensing electrode compared to the thin film based electrode
suggests application of nanofiber structures for practical biosensing applications.
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Chapter 3: Silicon Carbide Nanoparticles Based Glucose Sensors

3.1

Introduction
In latest years, considerable progress has been made in the development of highly sensitive,

highly durable, low-cost, point-of-care and accurate biosensors that can continuously monitor
different health care issues such as glucose levels of a diabetic patient. Glucose sensors are used
to measure the glucose concentration of a blood in a patient and are an important part of managing
diabetes mellitus [1-6]. However, to be truly beneficial, the glucose sensor must be able to function
properly for a long period of time. The critical issues of a glucose sensor limits the device
longevity, sensitivity and biocompatibility. Silicon carbide (SiC) is one of the biocompatible
material and, has been used for many biomedical devices [56-59]. A SiC has also been used for
clinical studies in bone prosthetics, heart stents and glucose sensors, which confirmed the
biocompatibility of these forms of SiC [60-64].
Among various conductive polymers (CP), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

:

poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) thin-films have been studied widely, due to higher enzyme
immobilization capability, good electrical conductivity, better processability, excellent
electrochemical stability, reliability, and biocompatibility [65-66]. In addition to the use of a
conductive polymer material, the surface structure also contributes to the effective immobilization
of the enzyme. Of particular interest for this work is the utilization of electrospun nanofibrous
structures, which offer large surface area, high porosity, biocompatibility, and dimensionality
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advantages, leading to better binding of the enzyme with the electrode for efficient electrontransfer and higher sensitivity [67-69].
In the present work, fabrication, morphological and electrochemical characterization of
glucose oxides (GOx) enzyme entrapped in PEDOT:PSS CP with SiCNPs spin-coated-thin-film
(SCTF) as well as in PEDOT:PSS CP with SiCNPs electrospun-nanofibrous-membrane (ENFM)
based glucose sensing electrodes were measured. The SiCNPs-ENFM exhibits higher sensitivity,
quick response time, better limit of detection and durability compared to SiCNPs-SCTP electrodes.
It has been shown that conducting polymers could be utilized as mediator for detection of glucose.
This is presumably due to direct electron transfer between glucose oxidase and the CP, which is
an oxygen-independent detection. This work is intended to study the feasibility of using SiCNPsENFM electrode as an alternative approach to the SiCNPs-SCTF electrode for fabricating glucose
sensors.
The remainder of this chapter 3 is arranged as follows; The electrochemical enzymatic
SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF based glucose sensors are provided in Section 3.2; the
experimental results were explained in Section 3.3; the performance comparison was discussed in
Section 3.4; and the conclusions are discussed in Section 3.5.
3.2

SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF Based Glucose Sensors

3.2.1 Materials and Apparatus
The PEDOT:PSS with 3.0-4.0% in H2O, high-conductivity grade, D-Glucose with
molecular weight 180.16 g/mol and potassium ferricyanide with molecular weight of 329.26 g/mol
from Sigma Aldrich. The SiCNPs with molecular weight of 40.1 g/mol from Sigma Aldrich with
the particle size of ~45-65 nm. The glucose oxidase (without added oxygen) from Aspergillus
niger, tetrahydrofuran (THF), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) with the molecular weight of
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~534,000 also from Sigma Aldrich were used for the fabrication of SCTF and SiCNPs-ENFM
electrodes.
Electrolyte solution was prepared using deionized water with 1:1 ratio of 5 mM potassium
ferricyanide and 5 mM glucose. Sputtered chromium (100 nm) and gold (100 nm) on glass
substrates were used for working and counter electrodes; reference electrode as Silver/silver
chloride (Ag/ AgCl) was used in this electrochemical experiments.
3.2.2 Experimental Methods
The fabrication of an electrospun conducting polymer of PEDOT:PSS with addition of
SiCNPs nanofiber based glucose sensor involves the following process steps; the solution for
electrospinning was prepared by dissolving 1.18 g of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in 2 mL of
tetrahydrofuran (THF), add 0.05 g of SiCNPs and add 0.22 g of PEDOT: PSS followed by vigorous
stirring for 1 hr at 60 °C. The resulting mixture was electrospun using the following parameters:
single 18 gauge syringe nozzle; applied voltage of 20 kV; flow rate of 15 μL min−1. The distance
from the tip to the collector plate was fixed at 32 cm. A rotating mandrel was used to collect a bead
free fibrous matrix, which helps the uniform distribution of fibers on the electrode surface. The
gold coated glass substrate was affixed on to the mandrel surface and the mandrel was rotating at
54 RPM. After the fibers are spun on the gold surface of area 0.35 cm x 0.5 cm, then the SiCNPsENFM electrode was dried at 70 °C for 4 hrs. A thin film of SiCNPs-PEDOT: PSS was fabricated
by spin-coating the mixture of 0.05g of SiCNPs and 0.0482 g of PEDOT: PSS at the speed of 49
RPM for 1.5 mins on the 0.35 cm x 0.5 cm gold electrode with the thickness of ~110 nm; then
dried at 70 oC for 4.5 hrs. The GOx enzyme solution of 1.5 mg was drop casted over the nanofibrous
membrane and the spin-coated electrodes. For enzyme immobilization to occur, the electrodes
were kept at less than 4 oC for 24 hrs.
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3.3

Experimental Results

3.3.1 Morphological Characterization

Figure 3.1 (a) TEM image of SiCNPs. (b) EDX spectrum of SiCNPs. (c) SEM image of
electrospun PEDOT: PSS + SiCNPs nanofibers without GOx. (d) SEM image of electrospun
PEDOT: PSS + SiCNPs nanofibers with GO x. (e) SEM image of PEDOT: PSS+SiCNPs SCTF
without GOx. (f) SEM image of PEDOT:PSS+SiCNPs SCTF with GOx.
The Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai TF20) were used to characterize the
morphology of SiCNPs with 50 nm scale bar and it’s EDX spectrum graph is shown in Figure 3.1
(a) and (b). Scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi SU800) were used to characterize the
morphology of SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF. The Figure 3.1 (c) shows SEM micrographs
with 25 kV acceleration voltage, 1100 magnification and 10 μm scale bar, of the fabricated
conductive polymer based SiCNPs-ENFM without GOx.

These images depict a fibrous

morphology structure having an average diameter range of 110 - 140 nm. Figure 3.1 (d) shows
SEM micrographs with 25 kV acceleration voltage, 1100 magnification and 10 μm scale bar, of
closely packed matrix like structures which facilitated higher GOx surface coverage of the
nanofibrous matrix. The larger surface area helped to promote the binding of the GO x enzyme
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within the fibrous membrane of the electrode. The SEM images with 25 kV acceleration voltage,
15000 magnification and 2 μm scale bar of SiCNPs-PEDOT: PSS SCTF without GOx and with
GOx are shown in Figure 3.1 (e) and (f). As for the SCTF electrode, when the sensor is placed in
an electrolyte solution, the non-uniform coverage of enzyme molecules leaches out very fast,
which affects the sensitivity, stability, repeatability and durability of the sensing electrode. Thus
SEM studies reveal the discriminate surface morphology between Au/SiCNPs-PEDOT:PSS
(nanofibers) and Au/SiCNPs-PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx membranes with the spin-coated
Au/SiCNPs-PEDOT: PSS (film) and Au/SiCNPs-PEDOT: PSS (film)/GO x.
3.3.2 Electrochemical Characterization
The electrochemical measurements was conducted on VersaSTAT-4 by Princeton Applied
Research (PAR) analyzer on a three-electrode system set up. The comparative performance
analysis of SiCNPs-ENFM Au/SiCNPs-PEDOT: PSS (nanofibers)/GOx and SCTF Au/SiCNPsPEDOT: PSS (film)/GO x based glucose sensing electrodes were studied through electrochemical
measurements such as CV, CA and EIS. The CV of SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF electrodes
with a range of potential from +0.9 V to -0.9 V at scan rate of 50 mVs-1 with 5 mM glucose
concentration were depicted in Figure 3.2i (a). The CV of SiCNPs-ENFM based electrode shows
the oxidation peak of +1.42 mA at +0.5 V and reduction peak of -1.46 mA at -0.24 V, whereas the
SiCNPs-SCTF electrode exhibits very less oxidation peaks of +0.589 mA at +0.46 V and the
reduction peaks of -0.64 mA at -0.38 V. Figure 3.2ii (b) shows the CA graphs of the SiCNPsENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF electrodes at 0.5 V potential with 5 mM potassium ferricyanide for
glucose concentration ranges from 0 mM to 11 mM. The current response varies from 2.5 ± 0.0015
to 29.38 ± 0.0019 for SiCNPs-ENFM and 0.28 ± 0.0025 to 6.98 ± 0.003 for SiCNPs-SCTF
electrodes with the elapsed time of 100 sec. From the calibration plots of Figure 3.2ii (c), the
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sensitivity is calculated by slope divided by the surface area of the sensing electrode and the LOD
(3*standard deviation by the slope of calibration curve) of the SiCNPs-ENFM electrode was found
to be 14.27 μA/mM cm2 and 1.8 μM which is significantly better than 3.54 μA/mM cm2 and 12.09
μM of the SiCNPs-SCTF electrode. The EIS was performed for the SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPsSCTF electrodes with equivalent circuit models at 5 mM glucose concentration with a range of
frequency from 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz and an amplitude of 10 mV is represented by Nyquist plots which
is shown in Figure 3.2iii (d). The SiCNPs-ENFM based electrode exhibits the lower solution and
charge-transfer resistance (Rs) and (RWE) of 185.2 Ω and 31.9 Ω, double-layer capacitance (CWE)
of 4.32 μF and Warburg impedance of 343.4 compared to the SCTF electrode. The various
electrochemical results from CV, CA, and EIS indicate that the SiCNPs-ENFM based electrode
shows better performance for glucose sensing.

Figure 3.2i (a) CV of SiCNPs-SCTF Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS (film)/GOx and SiCNPs-ENFM
Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GO x electrodes.
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Figure. 3.2ii (b) CA graphs of SiCNPs-SCTF Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS (film)/GOx and SiCNPsENFM Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS (nanofibers)/GOx electrodes. (c) Calibration plots of current
response verses varied glucose concentrations (0 mM to 11 mM) for SiCNPs-SCTF
Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS (film)/GOx and SiCNPs-ENFM Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS
(nanofibers)/GOx electrodes.
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Figure 3.2iii (d) Nyquist plots of SiCNPs-SCTF Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS (film)/GO x and
SiCNPs-ENFM Au/SiCNPs+PEDOT:PSS(nanofibers)/GOx electrodes.
Durability of SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF electrodes were measured for 5 mM
glucose concentration at +0.5 V potential and the electrodes were refrigerated at 4 oC. The CA
measurements in Figure 3.2iv (e), shows a lower change in current response of ≈14 % for SiCNPsENFM electrode and significant decrease in current response of ≈79 % for SiCNPs-SCTF based
electrode was observed over 50 days period. Due to the porous structure of the compact
nanofibrous matrix, GOx enzyme molecules were entrapped on the nanofibrous membrane surface.
The selectivity of SiCNPs-ENFM glucose sensor was validated through CA analysis at +0.5 V
under the interference of various ingredient such as sodium chloride, potassium ferricyanide, and
ascorbic acid as shown in Figure 3.2iv (f). It can be noticed that the current was significantly
increased only when the glucose was injected, which demonstrates that the SiCNPs-ENFM acts as
a selective glucose sensor at a trace level of glucose. These results are indicative of good durability
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and selectivity through strong electrochemical responses when using SiCNPs-ENFM electrode,
encouraging the application of nanofibers for the fabrication of potential biosensors in future.

Figure 3.2iv (e) Durability of SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-SCTF electrodes and the error bars
indicates the standard deviation of 6 experimental measurements. (f) Selectivity test for the
SiCNPs-ENFM based sensing electrode.
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3.4

Performance Comparison
Table 3.1 Comparison of SiCNPs-ENFM sensor with PEDOT glucose sensors
Reference

[66]

[68]

Sensing
Electrode

Pt/PEDOTNFs/GOx

NPG/PEDO
T/ GOx

Sensitivity

9.2 μA/mM
cm2

7.3 μA/mM
cm2

This Work
Au/SiCNPsPEDOT:PSS/
PVDF/GOx
14.27 μA/ mM
cm2

0.26 mM

10 mM

1.8 μM

0.1 – 25
mM

0.1 – 15
mM

0 – 11 mM

30 days

7 days

50 days

~ 30 sec

15 sec

< 4 sec

Limit of
Detection
Concentrat
ion Range
Number of
Days
Response
Time

From the Table 3.1, it can be observed that the SiCNPs-ENFM glucose sensor has a
significant improvement in performance showing better sensitivity, LOD, stability and durability,
compared to the previously published state-of-the-art PEDOT conductive polymer based glucose
sensors [66], [68].
3.5

Discussion
This chapter demonstrated the comparative analysis of a SiCNPs-ENFM and SiCNPs-

SCTF based enzymatic electrochemical glucose sensor which can be potentially used for
monitoring the blood glucose level in diabetic patients. Electrochemical analyses indicate a
SiCNPs-PEDOT:PSS ENFM will promote higher distribution and entrapment of GO x, as
compared to a SiCNPs-PEDOT:PSS SCTF electrode. Electrospun SiCNPs-CP nanofibers, used as
a unique sensing electrode matrix, help to accelerate the GOx immobilization. The charge transfer
between sensor electrode and GOx enzyme was greatly enhanced when using the CP PEDOT: PSS
with SiCNPs nanofibrous membrane electrode. The SiCNPs-ENFM based sensing electrode
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shows the improved sensitivity of 14.27 μA/mM cm2, minimum LOD of 1.8 μM, fast response
time of < 4 sec, and better durability for upto 50 days compared to the SiCNPs-SCTF electrode,
suggests application of nanofibrous membranes for practical biosensing applications.
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Chapter 4: Low-Power Low-Noise Transimpedance Amplifier

4.1

Introduction
Per the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [70], there

continues to be a movement toward “energy efficient sensing and computing, real-time
communications, and multi-level and scalable security”. These advancements will address the
global need to “create computer chips that are 100 times faster yet consume less power” as we
embark upon the Internet of Things (IoT) [70-71].
With the rapid growth of these ultra-low power devices needed for biomedical, hardware
security, RADAR, and space applications, the challenge for the semiconductor industry and
researchers continues to be the identification of different designs and structures to overcome the
limitations of conventional MOSFET technology [72-78]. The usage of MOSFETs can be limited
by the short channel effect, drift velocity, accumulation of mi0pnority carriers and exponential
increase of leakage current. These limitations are grand challenges for the semiconductor industry
as technology features are being miniaturized to the nano scale, particularly for the bioelectronics
arena [79-80].2

K. Puttananjegowda, S. Thomas, “A Low-Power Low-Noise Multi-Stage Transimpedance
Amplifier for Ampherometric based Blood Glucose Monitoring Systems”, Analog Integrated
Circuits and Signal Processing Journal, vol. 102, no. 4, pp. 659–666, 2020.
K. Puttananjegowda, S. Thomas, “Cascode common source transimpedance amplifiers for analyte
monitoring systems”, US Patent App. 16/008,864, 2019.
K. Puttananjegowda, S. Thomas, “A CNTFET based Multi-Stage Transimpedance Amplifier for
Blood Glucose Monitoring System”, IEEE IEMCON, 2018.
K. Puttananjegowda, S. Thomas, “The Design of Ultra Low Noise CMOS Transimpedance
Amplifier for Biosensing Applications”, IEEE UEMCON, 2017.
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Despite recent advancements in the bioelectronics field, there is still a critical need for low
cost, low power, miniaturized electronic circuitry to support biosensors for sensing applications,
such as monitoring blood glucose levels in diabetic patients. These biosensors can require very
high sensitive readout circuitry, small size and low power [81-86].
To begin understanding how circuit architecture for glucose sensing can be optimized, it is
important to evaluate the various electronic components needed to measure the glucose levels. In
general, carbohydrates in food get digested by the stomach and are converted to glucose. This
glucose is then released in the blood stream and distributed to various parts of the body, organs
and cells. Cells need insulin to use glucose for energy and insulin is a hormone secreted by the
pancreas. If the body fails to generate enough insulin or cannot not respond to the insulin the
glucose levels in the blood rises giving rise, presenting conditions for the disorder called Diabetes.
A large number of people around the world suffer from this disorder, which can result in damages
to eyes, kidneys, nerves and even death. Approximately 285 million people suffer from diabetes
and this number is expected to increase to 430 million by 2030 [1-8].
Continuous monitoring of glucose levels in the blood is very important for diabetic people.
Several commercially available glucose meters are available for this purpose [87-88]. The
architecture of a blood glucose monitoring system shown in Figure 3.1. When the blood on the test
strip (sensor) is detected, an electrochemical reaction occurs and the current from the sensor is
converted to the proportional voltage. This is accomplished with the help of a current to voltage
converter, generally known as a transimpedance amplifier. This voltage is fed to an analog to
digital converter (ADC) and the resulting digital signal is passed to the signal processing unit. The
output analysis of the glucose concentration is displayed on the liquid crystal display (LCD) [89].
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There are two popular topologies of a TIA that is open loop based TIA and closed loop
based TIA. The open loop TIAs are designed based on common gate amplifier configuration. The
main drawbacks of this configuration are the high input referred current noise due to low input
impedance and the noise current directly coupled to the input. Hence, a common gate configuration
is not very well suited for achieving improved transimpedance gain and low-noise, when using
low supply voltages [90-92]. The closed loop TIAs are designed based on feedback amplifier
configuration. This configuration is commonly used for biosensing because it provides better
performance compared to open loop in terms of gain, higher input impedance, and drive capability,
by maintaining a large feedback resistor to improve noise behavior [93-97].
In the proposed system, the MSCCS-TIA has a resistor-capacitor feedback configuration
which assist in amplifying the input signal, improves stability, minimizes noise, and power
consumption. In addition, the complexity of the circuit is reduced by eliminating the filter circuit
between the TIA and ADC, which was used in blood glucose sensing systems [98-99]. For a
system-on-chip (SOC) design, this architecture provides an advantage in terms of integration,
reduction in footprint and power.

Figure 4.1 Architecture of blood glucose monitoring system.
The remainder of this chapter 4 is arranged as follows. The literature review of the basic
transimpedance amplifier and its topologies is discussed in Section 4.2, proposed transimpedance
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amplifier is discussed in Section 4.3, simulation results were explained in Section 4.4 and the
performance comparison was discussed in Section 4.5.
4.2

Literature Review

4.2.1 Basics of Transimpedance Amplifier
The blood glucose sensor produces a current output due to an electrochemical reaction of
blood glucose on a test strip. When the sensor current is very small then the sensor output becomes
very weak. Therefore, this produced current from the sensor needs to be amplified. In signal
processing, analog to digital converters (ADC) are used to convert from analog signals to digital
signals. Most of the ADCs convert voltage signals [100], therefore the current signal from the
sensor is converted to voltage. A transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is required for this conversion
and to amplify the signal.
The main parameters of the transimpedance amplifier are the gain, input referred noise
current and power. The TIA gain is a ratio of the output voltage to the input current which is given
in equation (4.1). Hence, it defines the output voltage produced from the given current.

ZT 

Vout
.................................................................................................................................... (4.1)
I in
Noise of TIA is defined by the input referred noise. Input referred noise is the current noise

that would be added to an equivalent noiseless TIA. The input-referred current noise is calculated
by the ratio of output voltage noise to the transimpedance gain and with a unit is A/√Hz which is
given in equation (4.2). The minimum detectable TIA current is determined by the input referred
current noise [101]. To explore the benefits of various approaches, there are several TIA topologies
analyzed.
in2,in 

vn2,out
ZT2

............................................................................................................................ (4.2)
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4.2.2 Various Topologies of TIA
There are two popular topologies of a TIA, that is open loop based TIA and closed loop
based TIA, where the open loop TIAs are designed based on common gate amplifier configuration
and the closed loop TIAs are designed based on feedback amplifier configuration.
(1) Open loop TIA, based on common gate (CG) amplifiers


Regulated common gate TIA [102]



Capacitive coupled common gate TIA [103]



Differential common gate TIA [104]

(2) Closed loop TIA, based on feedback amplifiers


Common source with resistive feedback TIA [105]



Current reuse feedback TIA [106]



Capacitive feedback TIA [107]

4.2.3 The Open Loop TIA Topology
The open loop TIA is designed based on common gate configuration as shown in Figure
4.2, which is a designed with two NMOS transistors and a resistor R D to achieve low input
resistance and better gain.

Figure 4.2 Open loop TIA based on common gate configuration [108]
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The transimpedance gain (ZT) is given in equation (4.3) and the input resistance (Rin) is in
equation (4.4) as follows.

ZT 

RD
........................................................................................................................ (4.3)
CT
1 s
Rin

Rin 

1
................................................................................................................................ (4.4)
gm
The output voltage noise is given below.





Vn2,OUT  I n2,M 2  I n2, RD ZT2 ....................................................................................................... (4.5)
The input referred current noise is given by,





in2,in  in2,M 2  in2, RD ................................................................................................................ (4.6)

1
in2,in  4kT  g m 2 
RD



 ......................................................................................................... (4.7)


where gm is the transconductance,  is the transistor noise coefficient.
The main drawback to this configuration is the input referred current noise of the circuit,
where the noise currents of M2 and RD are directly referred to the input, which makes a common
gate configuration not suitable for achieving improved transimpedance gain and low noise when
using low supply voltages. Hence this configuration is often used in conjunction with a resistive
feedback which is discussed in the following section.
4.2.4 The Closed Loop TIA Topology
The closed loop TIA is designed based on feedback amplifier configuration as shown in
Figure 4.3. This configuration is commonly used because it provides a large bandwidth by
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synthesizing a small input resistance by maintaining a large feedback resistor to improve noise
behavior [109].

Figure 4.3 Closed loop TIA based on feedback amplifier [109]
The transimpedance gain is dependent on the feedback resistor (Rf) which is shown below
in equation (4.8).

ZT 

Rf
A0

................................................................................................................................ (4.8)

where the open loop gain A0 ≈ 1, then ZT ≈ Rf.
Noise of the feedback resistor (Rf) directly couples into input. For a low noise TIA, very
high (Rf) is required to minimize the input referred current noise which is explained in equation
(4.9).
in2,in 

vn2,out
ZT2

............................................................................................................................. (4.9)

From the equation (4.8) and (4.9), to improve the transimpedance gain, feedback resistance
(Rf) needs to be increased. However increasing R F increases the input resistance which results in
reduction of the input pole frequency. This type of feedback is chosen because it offers better
performance in terms of noise, input and output resistance, and drive capability. At low voltage
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supplies, the headroom required by load resistance reduces the achievable transimpedance gain of
each stage [109].
Table 4.1 Performance comparisons of various conventional TIA designs
Parameter
Topology

Open-loop TIA Topologies
Closed-loop TIA Topologies
Regulated Capacitive Differential Common Current Capacitive
Common
Coupled
Common
Source
Reuse
Feedback
gate
Common
Gate TIA Resistive Feedback TIA [107]
TIA[102] Gate TIA
[104]
Feedback
TIA
[103]
[105]
[106]
130 nm
180 nm
180 nm
0.7 μm
180 nm
180 nm
Technology
2.25 μA
1 μA
50 nA
5 μA
11.54 μA
73 μA
Input Current
198 kΩ
150 kΩ
215 MΩ
1 kΩ
687 Ω
56 MΩ
Transimpedance
10 MHz
100 Hz
615 kHz
1.5 GHz
2 GHz
1.8 MHz
Bandwidth
0.34 mW
90 mW
139 μW
26.5 mW 2.85 mW
436 μW
Power
Consumption
1.2 V
1.8 V
1.8 V
3.3 V
1.5 V
1.8 V
Supply Voltage
0.62
1.6
910
7
767.3
65
Input referred
mA/√Hz
pA/√Hz
fA/√Hz
pA/√Hz
nA/√Hz
fA/√Hz
noise current

Based on the comparison with literature reviews shown in Table 4.1, a closed loop TIA
based feedback amplifier exhibits better gain, low-noise and lower-power, hence will be used to
build the novel TIA design for this work.
4.3

Proposed Transimpedance Amplifier
A transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is a vital block which is used as a current to voltage

converter and it is also used to amplify current output from the sensor to the usable voltage. The
implementation of a multi-stage cascode common source TIA (MSCCS-TIA) is a combination of
different classes of amplifiers which includes biasing stage, cascode stage and source-follower
stage, where cascoding is a combination of both common-source and common-gate configuration,
which significantly improves gain and bandwidth performance compared to common-source
topology [90]. This work demonstrates a CMOS based MSCCS-TIA, which has lower-noise,
higher gain and dissipates low-power. The proposed MSCCS-TIA consists of NMOS and PMOS
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transistors as shown in Figure 4.4. The transistors are made to operate in saturation region to get
the maximum gain. The current mirror technique was used to design the biasing stage [90, 110112]. The sizes of transistors in current mirror and cascode amplifier circuit is same to minimize
the effect of channel length modulation. The gain of core amplifier depends on the M1 and M2
NMOSFETs which are cascode connected. M3 and M4 PMOSFETs are also cascoded to boost the
output impedance of the cascode stage amplifier, acts as a constant current source. A source
follower stage composed of M5 NMOSFET and M6 NMOSFET which is connected to the output
of the cascode amplifier. Rf is the feedback resistor implemented using poly resistors and C f is
the compensation capacitor, mitigates the oscillations and also improves the stability of the circuit
which is implemented in the design using metal-insulator-metal capacitor (MIMCAP) device by
180 nm CMOS library.
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Figure.4.4 Proposed multi-stage cascode common source TIA with biasing circuit.
4.3.1 AC Small Signal Analysis
The small signal equivalent circuit model of a proposed MSCCS-TIA is shown in Figure
4.5. The cascode amplifier gain (Av2) is the product of Gm = gm1 and Rout , the output resistance
(Rout) of the cascode amplifier can be found using equation (4.10) and the gain (Av2) can be found
from Vin to V2 which is shown in equation (4.11) and (4.12).
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Figure 4.5 Small signal equivalent circuit model of the proposed MSCCS-TIA.

Rout 2  {[( gm2  gmb 2 )r02 r01 ] || [( gm3  gmb3 )r03r04 ]} ................................................... (4.10)

AV 2 

V2
 g m1{[( g m 2  g mb 2 )r02 r01 ] || [( g m3  g mb3 )r03r04 ]} ..................................... (4.11)
Vin

AV 2 


( g m 2  g mb 2 )( g m3  g mb 3 )ro1ro 2 ro 3 ro 4 
V2
   g m1
 .......................... (4.12)
Vin
( g m 2  g mb 2 )ro 2 ro1  ( g m3  g mb 3 )ro 3ro 4 


The source-follower gain (Av3) is given in equation (4.13):
AV 3 


Vout 
g m5

  1 ................................................................................................. (4.13)
V2
 g m5  g mb 5 

The last step to calculate the overall open-loop gain (AVOL) of the MSCCS amplifier, which
is from Vin to Vout, is shown in equation (4.14).
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AVOL  AV 2 . AV 3 

Vout 
( g m 2  g mb 2 )( g m3  g mb3 )r01r02 r03r04 
   g m1
 .............. (4.14)
Vin 
( g m 2  g mb 2 )r02 r01  ( g m3  g mb3 )r03r04 

Input impedance (ZinOL) of the open-loop MSCCS amplifier is given by equation (4.15).

ZinOL 

Vin
 ∞............................................................................................................................. (4.15)
I in

Output impedance (ZoutOL) of the open-loop MSCCS amplifier is given by equation (4.16).

Z outOL 

Vout
 r05 r06 ............................................................................................................... (4.16)
I out

The closed-loop gain (AVCL) of the MSCCS-TIA circuit is shown in equation (4.17).
Zf
Vout
...................................................................................................... (4.17)
 AVOL
I in
1  AVOL

AVCL 

Zf 

Rf
1 Rf C f s

..................................................................................................................... (4.18)

where AVOL is the open-loop gain, AVCL is the closed-loop gain, S = jω, Zf is the feedback
impedance, Rf and Cf are the feedback resistor and capacitor.
The input impedance (ZinCL) of the closed-loop MSCCS-TIA is shown in equation (4.19).
Z inCL 

Zf
Vin

I in
1  AVOL



Rf



 1  R C s  1  A 
f

f

................................................................. (4.19)

VOL

The output impedance (ZoutCL) of the closed-loop MSCCS-TIA is shown in the below
equation (4.20).

Z outCL 

Zf
Vout

I out 
1
1 
AVOL








Rf


1  R f C f s  1  A1 
VOL 


........................................................... (4.20)
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4.3.2 Noise Analysis

Figure 4.6 Noise model of MSCCS amplifier.
The voltage noise of the amplifier is one of the most significant components in achieving
lower noise. The source follower noise contribution can be neglected to simplify the analysis. The
Figure 4.6 shows the noise model of MSCCS amplifier. The noise current in a MOS transistor is
given by both thermal noise and flicker noise are modeled by a current source connected between
drain and source terminals [113-114] which is given by following expression (4.21).
id2  4kT g m 
Therma l noise

Kf

1
2
.............................................................................. (4.21)
.g m
CoxW .L f
.

Flic ker noise
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where k = 1.3807x10-23J/K is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, gm is the transconductance,
Kf is a constant related to the interface state density of the MOS structure, C ox is the gate
capacitance, W is the channel width, L is the channel length, and f is frequency.
The primary noise sources of the MSCCS amplifier with biasing circuit are M 1, M4-M7,
M6-M11 and M5. The total noise current sources of the MSCCS amplifier with the biasing circuit
is shown in below equation (4.22) and (4.23).

id2,tot  id21  id24,7  id26,11  id25
2
d ,tot

i

 4kT ( g m1  g m 4,7

............................................................................................ (4.22)

 g 2 m1 g 2 m 4,7 g 2 m 6,11 g 2 m5 
 g m6,11  g m5 ) 




 (4.23)
Cox f .L  W1
W4,7
W6,11
W5 
Kf

The output voltage noise of the MSCCS amplifier is given by equation (4.24) and (4.25).

 4kT  4kT g m 4,7 4kT  4kT g m6,11 
Vn2,out  



 .......................................................... (4.24)
2
g
g
g
g m2 5
m1
m5
 m1

2

2
n ,out

V

2

I n21 I n 4,7 I n25 I n 6,11
 2  2  2  2
gm1 g m1 g m5 g m5

 Kf
Kf
Kf
Kf
gm2 4,7
gm2 6,11 




2
2  .... (4.25)
 Cox f .W1.L1 Cox f .L4,7 W4,7 g m1 Cox f .W5 .L5 Cox f .L6,11 W6,11g m5 

From the equation (4.25), the MSCCS amplifier voltage noise can be minimized by
increasing the transconductance gm1. When the transistor operates in saturation region, the equation
of gm1 is given in (4.26).

g m1 

20Cox I D1

W1
.......................................................................................................... (4.26)
L1

where µ0 is the mobility, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, ID1 is the brain current, W1 is the width
and L1 is the length of the transistor.
To minimize the voltage noise, gm1 should be higher by making M1 transistor wider which
results in smallest noise.
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4.3.3 Simulation Results
The proposed MSCCS-TIA is simulated at post-layout level by CADENCE virtuoso
custom IC design in 180 nm CMOS technology. The Figure 4.7 shows the layout design of the
circuit used for post-layout simulations, which occupies a chip area of 110 μm x 140 μm. The
proposed MSCCS-TIA topology shows better performance compared to previous work [99, 91,
116-117]. Figure 4.8 shows a DC curve of the proposed MSCCS-TIA. Figure 4.8 shows the
transimpedance gain of 1.72 GΩ with a bandwidth of 180 kHz being achieved and Figure 4.9
shows the input referred current noise of 18 fA/√Hz for the proposed MSCCS-TIA. The TIA
consumes 52 μW of power from a single supply voltage of 1.4 V. Practically, performance of the
circuit suffers from transistor mismatch due to difference in threshold voltage, body effect, and
process fluctuations are due to chip to chip dissimilarity in mobility, temperature, and velocity
saturation, were evaluated through Monte Carlo simulation.
A Monte-Carlo analysis was performed on the proposed MSCCS-TIA for over 100 random
samples to evaluate the circuit performance. From Figure 4.10 it is evident that if both process
variation and device mismatch are considered mean gain would be 1.7 GΩ with the standard
deviation of 115.6 MΩ. The lower tail of the Monte-Carlo gain plot caused by transistor mismatch.
The proposed MSCCS-TIA is a closed loop configuration where the transimpedance amplifier is
less susceptible to variations.
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Figure 4.7 Layout design of proposed MSCCS-TIA.

Figure 4.8 DC curve of the proposed MSCCS-TIA.
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Figure 4.9 Transimpedance gain of proposed MSCCS-TIA.

Figure 4.10 Input referred current noise of proposed MSCCS-TIA.
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Figure 4.11 Monte Carlo analysis for transimpedance gain of proposed MSCCS-TIA.
4.4

Performance Comparison
Table 4.2 compares proposed MSCCS-TIA design with several previously reported CMOS

TIAs for biosensors [99], [91], [116], and [117]. From Table 4.2, it can be seen that the proposed
MSCCS-TIA circuit has a significant improvement in performance showing low-noise, better gain,
less power dissipation, better figure of merit (FOM) and reduced footprint compared to
conventional CMOS based TIAs.
A widely accepted figure of merit (FOM) for the TIA performance is

FOM 

G.BW
.................................................................................................................. (4.29)
Pdiss .IRCN

where G is the gain, BW is the bandwidth, Pdiss is the average power dissipation and IRCN is the
input referred current noise.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of MSCCS-TIA performance with prior state-of-the art TIAs.

Reference
Applications
Technology
Input Current
Transimpedance
Gain
Bandwidth
Power
Consumption
Supply Voltage
Input referred
current noise
Figure of Merit

4.5

Proposed
[99]
[91]
[116]
[117]
MSCCSTIA
Biosensor Biosensor Biosensor Biosensor Biosensor
CMOS
CMOS
CMOS
CMOS
CMOS
130 nm
180 nm
350 nm
180 nm
180 nm
30 μA
500 nA
20 μA
~150 nA
200 pA
0.042
3.5 MΩ
40 kΩ
1 MΩ
1.72 GΩ
MΩ
12.72
500 Hz
800 kHz
100 Hz
180 kHz
kHz
26.4 μW

71.7 μW

62.8 μW

52 μW

1.2 V
1.8 V
3.3 V
1.2 V
260 pA/
8.1 nA/
0.47 pA/ 3.34 pA/
√Hz
√Hz
√Hz
√Hz
26
20
24
2.53x10
8.76x10
7.68x10
4.76x1023

1.4 V
18 fA/
√Hz
3.3x1032

9.3 mW

Discussion
In this chapter, a multi-stage cascode common source TIA (MSCCS-TIA) topology has

been developed for amperometric based continuous blood glucose monitoring systems for
wearable devices. A fully integrated CMOS based MSCCS-TIA exhibits improved performance
in terms of low-noise, low-power consumption and high transimpedance gain has been
demonstrated in this work. The proposed MSCCS-TIA is a highly reliable and robust design,
which consumes 52 μW of power from 1.4 V voltage supply. The TIA shows a high
transimpedance gain of 1.72 GΩ with a bandwidth of 180 kHz and input referred current noise of
18 fA/√Hz. The transimpedance amplifier were implemented in a 180 nm CMOS technology and
the chip area of 110 μm x 140 μm. These results provide the bases for utilizing this MSCCS-TIA
for integrated biosensing applications requiring very high sensitive readout circuitry for low-noise
and low-power front end amplification. To further optimize the integrated circuit for the glucose
sensing system, this works will also evaluate a design for the potentiostat circuit configuration.
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Chapter 5: Chronoamperometric Potentiostat for ENFM Based Glucose Sensor

5.1

Introduction
This chapter presents a low-voltage, low-noise, low-power and highly integrated 180 nm

CMOS potentiostat for miniaturized electrospun-nanofibrous-membrane (ENFM) based
amperometric glucose sensor. The electrochemical current from the glucose sensor ranges from
200 nA to 20 μA, has been detected by the sensing unit with a high degree of linearity, and the
current depends on glucose concentration in the blood. The proposed potentiostat circuit includes
both voltage control unit (VCU) and transimpedance amplifier (TIA), where both VCU and TIA
were implemented using difference-differential telescopic cascode configuration. The simulation
results confirm the circuit operation with a low supply voltage of 1.4 V and demonstrate a power
consumption of 250 μW.
Potentiostats are generally used for electrochemical analysis such as chronoamperometry,
cyclic voltammetry, and impedance spectroscopy [118-121] and are a popular choice of
measurement in amperometric biosensors [122-124]. A general design for applying constant
voltages and measuring the current in an electrochemical cell requires both positive and negative
power supplies for the circuits [125]. Some designs have sacrificed the exact potential that has to
be applied between working and reference electrodes for the operation of the circuit with a single
supply [126].
Potentiostat circuit required for three electrode electrochemical sensors consists of two
parts, a voltage control unit (VCU) and transimpedance amplifier (TIA). Different configurations
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are used to design the TIA, one of which is an instrumentation amplifier. This instrumentation
amplifier uses a large number of components generating high noise making it difficult to measure
low current level [127-128]. A switched capacitor configuration in a more complex TIA helps to
overcome the thermal noise in the feedback resistance, but the substrate noise due to digital
switching remains an issue for output linearity [129-130].
Furthermore, when using a current mirror configuration in a TIA design for biosensing, to
control the cell potential a single-ended output was used [131-132], which limits the current
measurement in only one direction and causes nonlinearity at high current levels [133]. With the
recent advancement in the bioelectronics arena, increasing demand for power reduction in
potentiostats has presented a challenge to the industry. In a robust integrated circuitry, very lowpower consumption, high current accuracy and low-noise performance is essential [134,136].

Figure 5.1

Pictorial representation of the electrochemical test setup of ENFM based
chronoamperometric blood glucose sensing system.
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The proposed potentiostat sensing system achieves competitive performance in terms of
low-noise, high gain, increased linearity and stability with a significantly lower-power and less
area compared to the prior state-of-the-art potentiostats [135, 137-140]. As shown in Figure 4.1,
the proposed CMOS based potentiostat circuit (VCU and TIA) has the potential to be equipped
with the ENFM glucose sensor and be integrated with an analog to digital converter (ADC) and a
digital signal processing circuit for development of a compact and portable device in the form of
a system on a chip.
In Section 5.2, the literature review of various potentiostats were discussed. The proposed
potentiostat circuit design were presented in Section 5.3. The performance comparison was
discussed in Section 5.4 and the chapter is concluded in Section 5.5.
5.2

Literature Review
The CMOS based potentiostat introduced in 1987 [141], which helped to integrate

microelectronics into electrochemical instrumentation for sensing applications. This first original
circuit was purposed for a sensing system with two electrodes, where the operational amplifier
(OpAmp) acted as a potentiostat. As technology progressed, so did the design for most CMOS
based potentiostats, which have more recently been designed using three electrodes in contrast to
a two electrode sensing system setup. In the three-electrode sensing structure, the potentiostat
maintains constant potential between working electrode (WE) and reference electrode (RE). The
counter electrode (CE) provides path for reaction current [142-144].
In its simplest form shown in Figure 5.2 (a), the set up for potentiostat with WE connected
to ground can be characterized by an OpAmp component. The non-inverting terminal of the
OpAmp is connected to the input voltage (Vin), and the inverting terminal is connected to the RE.
Hence the constant potential is maintained between WE and RE. In this configuration, the
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electrochemical cell potential (Vcell) and the input voltage are equal. The output of the OpAmp
connects to the CE, and a connective path for the sensing current is provided by the electrochemical
cell to the WE which is connected to the ground.

Figure 5.2 Potentiostat with three electrode test set-up (a) WE grounded (b) CE grounded [144].
For the grounded-CE potentiostat configuration (Figure 5.2 (b)), the current response from
the sensor is collected by the grounded-CE. Since the WE and RE potentials can both vary over
time, for circuit stability it is necessary to maintain Vcell is equal to Vin. The three OpAmp
grounded-CE potentiostat configuration is shown in Figure 5.2 (b). The grounded-CE potentiostat
configuration is not used often, and when used, it is generally paired with a uniquely designed
electrochemical transducer [145]. Due to intricacy of the grounded-CE configuration most
reported potentiostats are based on grounded-WE configuration [146-148].
Figure 5.3 represents the fully-differential potentiostat configuration. The single-ended
potentiostat structures have limited advantage because of the power consumption and supply
voltage. To overcome this challenge a low-voltage fully-differential CMOS potentiostat circuit
can be implemented by dynamically maintaining the constant potential between WE and RE. This
potentiostat configuration has double output cell potential compared to a single-ended potentiostat.
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Hence fully-differential OpAmp based potentiostat is a very useful configuration in terms of highspeed and low-power consumption.

Figure 5.3 Fully-differential OpAmp based potentiostat circuit [142]
5.3

Proposed Low-Power Low-Noise Chronoamperometric Potentiostat Circuit
The potentiostat circuit connected to the electrochemical cell utilizes a three electrode

system which includes RE, CE and WE for chronoamperometric measurements. A consistent
potential needs to be maintained between the working and the reference electrodes then the
electrochemical reaction happens at the WE which is functionalized with the enzyme. The CE
provides a path for the sensing current to the grounded WE, and the current through the cell is
controlled by the VCU so that the reference electrode always at the fixed potential throughout the
reaction.
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Figure 5.4 Pictorial representation of ENFM based electrochemical glucose sensor with proposed
chronoamperometric potentiostat circuit design
Figure 5.4 shows the pictorial representation of proposed potentiostat circuit design with
ENFM electrochemical-based glucose sensor, the WE as a ENFM sensing electrode, RE was used
as an Ag/AgCl electrode and CE as a gold-coated electrode. The potentiostat circuit consists of
both VCU and the electrochemical current measuring / current to voltage converter unit called as
TIA. The CMOS based potentiostat circuit was implemented using the proposed multi-stage
difference-differential telescopic cascode operational amplifier (OpAmp) configuration.
5.3.1 Multi-Stage Difference-Differential Telescopic Cascode TIA
The proposed multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode TIA circuit is
represented in Figure 5.5 with a biasing circuit. Transistors are made to operate in a saturation
region to get the maximum gain. The bias circuit was designed using the current mirror technique,
to minimize the effect of channel length modulation the sizes of current mirrors and cascode
amplifier is the same. The resistors R1, R2, R4, R5, and Rf was implemented using poly resistors
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and Cc is the coupling capacitor implemented in the design using a metal-insulator-metal capacitor
(MIMCAP) device by gpdk180 nm CMOS library.

Figure 5.5 Multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode TIA
The multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode TIA amplifies the difference
between two signals, it rejects any common signals to the two input terminals (I in1 and Iin2).
The circuit is shown in Figure. 5.5, with inputs Iin1 and Iin2. To analyze the circuit, we will
use superposition and virtual short concept. If the input Iin2 = 0, then there is no current in R4 and
R5; therefore V2a = 0. The resulting circuit acts as an inverting amplifier.
Vo1  

Rf
R2

I in1 ......................................................................................................................... (5.1)

If the input Iin1=0, since the current into the amplifier is zero, R4 and R5 form a voltage
divider. Therefore,
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V2 a 

R5
I in 2 ...................................................................................................................... (5.2)
R4  R5

from the virtual short concept, V1a=V2a and the circuit becomes a non-inverting amplifier, for
which
 R 
 R 
Vo 2  1  f V1a  1  f V2 a .................................................................................................... (5.3)
 R2 
 R2 

substituting (5.2) into (5.3), we obtain (5.4)
 R   R5 
Vo 2  1  f  
 Iin 2 .......................................................................................................... (5.4)
 R2  R4  R5 

since the net output voltage is the sum of individual terms,
Vo  Vo1  Vo 2 ......................................................................................................................... (5.5)
R   R5

Vo  1  f  
R2   R4  R5


if

R5 R f

R4 R2


 Rf
 I in 2  
 R2



......................................................................................... (5.6)
 I in1


............................................................................................................................. (5.7)

where Iin1 & Iin2 ≈ Icell is the current across the resistor R1 and the R1 << Rf and R2 therefore,
Vo 

Rf
R2

R1 I cell .......................................................................................................................... (5.8)

5.3.2 Small Signal Analysis of Multi-Stage Differential Telescopic Cascode OpAmp
The multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode OpAmp configuration
consisting of N1 and N3 transistors has a high output resistance and the cascode load was replaced
by a cascode current source load as shown in Figure 5.6. The coupling capacitor Cc was used to
improve the stability of the amplifier. It was most efficient to consider the output resistance of this
circuit. Figure 5.6 shows the small signal analysis of a multi-stage difference-differential
telescopic cascode OpAmp and small-signal output resistance Rout for the first stage OpAmp can
be found using (5.9) and the overall open-loop output impedance is shown in equation (5.10).
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Rout  [( g m3,4 rds 3,4  1)rds1,2  rds3,4 ] || [( g m5,6 rds5,6  1)rds 7,8  rds5,6 )]
Rout  ( g m3,4 rds 3,4 rds1,2 ) || ( g m5,6 rds5,6 rds 7,8 )
Z outOL 

.......................................... (5.9)

Vout
  rds 25 rds 26  ......................................................................................................... (5.10)
I out

Figure 5.6 Small signal analysis of a multi-stage differential telescopic cascode OpAmp
The open loop gain was calculated from differential inputs (Vin1 -Vin2 ) to the single-ended
output V2, which was shown in (5.11).
AV 2 



g g r r r r
V2
   g m1,2 m3,4 m7,8 ds1,2 ds 3,4 ds 7,8 ds5,6 
Vin1  Vin 2 
g m3,4 rds 3,4 rds1,2  g m7,8rds 7,8rds5,6 

.................................................................. (5.11)

To find the total gain of the amplifier from Vin to Vout, we need to consider a common source
amplifier gain. The common source amplifier gain is given as.
AV 3   gm9  rds 9 rds10  ...................................................................................................... (5.12)
AV 3 

Vout 
r .r
   g m9 ds 9 ds10
V2 
rds 9  rds10


 ............................................................................................. (5.13)
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AV 4 

Vout
 1 .................................................................................................................... (5.14)
V3

substitute (5.11), (5.13) and (5.14) in the (5.15), then the total open-loop gain of the multi-stage
differential telescopic cascode amplifier becomes:
AV  AV 2 . AV 3 . AV 4 


g g r r r r
Vout 
r .r 
   g m1,2 m3,4 m7,8 ds1,2 ds3,4 ds 7,8 ds5,6    g m9 ds 9 ds10  ...................................... (5.15)


Vin 
g m3,4 rds 3,4 rds1,2  g m7,8 rds 7,8 rds5,6  
rds9  rds10 

5.3.3 Noise Analysis of Multi-Stage Differential Telescopic Cascode OpAmp
Let’s consider the noise analysis of a multi-stage differential telescopic cascode OpAmp
as shown in Figure. 5.7 .The primary noise sources of the amplifier are N1-N2, N5-N6 and N9. The
input-referred noise voltage per unit bandwidth is given by both the thermal noise and flicker noise
are expressed in (5.16):
2
 2
2 g m 7,8 2 2 g m10
2 g m 26 
KN
KP
2
1
1 g m7,8
V  4kT  2
2 2 



. 2
. .
2
 3g
3g m1,2 3g m9 3g m2 9 3g m 25 3g m2 25  Cox (W .L)1,2 f
Cox (W .L) 7,8 f g m2 1,2
m1,2

2
n ,in

Flic ker noise

Therma l noise
2
m10
2
m9

KN
KP
1
1g

. 
.
Cox (W .L)9 f Cox (W .L)10 f g

KN
KP
1
1g

. 
.
Cox (W .L) 25 f Cox (W .L) 26 f g

.......... (5.16)

2
m 26
2
m 25

Flic ker noise

where KN and KP are the flicker noise coefficients of NMOS and PMOS transistors, f is the
frequency, gm is the transconductance, Cox is the oxide gate capacitance, W is the channel width
and L is length of transistors.
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Figure 5.7 Noise analysis of a multi-stage differential telescopic cascode OpAmp
The output voltage of the noisy circuit when its input is open:
Vn2,out  Vn2,in . AV2 ................................................................................................................... (5.17)

In this OpAmp configuration the input transistors are PMOS which has holes are the
majority charge carriers which offers less noise compared to NMOS transistors. Hence by making
the PMOS transistor width larger, then the input-referred noise voltage can be further minimized
5.3.4 Simulation Results
The proposed chronoamperometric potentiostat circuit topology shows better performance
compared to previous work [135,137-139]. The VCU requires a high gain amplifier to maintain a
constant voltage difference by regulating the current. The TIA needs to have a low-noise and high
gain to satisfy the output voltage swing for the maximum electrochemical current from ENFM
sensing electrode of 20 μA. The VCU and TIA in the potentiostat was designed using multi-stage
differential telescopic cascode OpAmp topology, which has a 98 dB open loop gain and 72 o phase
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margin with a 10 kHz bandwidth. Figure 5.8 shows the input-referred noise current response of
the proposed multi-stage differential telescopic cascode OpAmp was 11 fA/√Hz at 10 kHz. Figure
5.9 shows the simulated open loop gain and phase responses of the multi- stage differencedifferential telescopic cascode OpAmp. The total power consumption of the proposed
chronoamperometric potentiostat was 250 μW from a single supply voltage of 1.4 V.

Figure 5.8 The input-referred noise current response of the proposed multi-stage differential
telescopic cascode OpAmp.
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Figure 5.9 The (a) open-loop gain and (b) the phase response of a proposed multi-stage
difference differential telescopic cascode OpAmp.
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5.4

Performance Comparison
Table 5.1 Comparison of proposed potentiostat with prior state-of-the-art potentiostats.
Reference
Applications
Technology
Sensing
Electrode
Input Current
Range
Power
Consumption
Supply
Voltage
Input Referred
Noise Current

[135]

[137]

[138]

Bio
sensor
CMOS
350 nm
Micro
needle
5 μA30 μA

Bio
sensor
CMOS
0.5 μm

Bio
sensor
CMOS
180 nm

5.1 mW

[139]

Gas
sensor
CMOS
0.5 μm
RTIL
Nanopore
MEA
arrays
-10 pA200 pA
127 nA
10 pA
– 50 nA – 16 μA
3.21
380 μW
241 μW
mW

This
Work
Bio
sensor
CMOS
180 nm
ENFM
200 nA –
20 μA
250 μW

1. 65 V

3.3V

1.8 V

5V

1.4 V

0.14 μA/
√Hz

3 pA/
√Hz

0.48 pA/
√Hz

3.1 pA/
√Hz

11 fA/
√Hz

Table 5.1 depicts the comparative study of formerly reported CMOS based
chronoamperometric potentiostats [135], [137], [138], and [139]. From the Table 5.1, it can be
observed that the proposed potentiostat circuit has a significant improvement in performance
showing low noise, better gain, less-power dissipation, and lower footprint compared to
conventional CMOS based potentiostats.
5.5

Discussion
In this chapter, a chronoamperometric potentiostat circuit has been developed for ENFM

based amperometric glucose sensor. A fully integrated CMOS based potentiostat demonstrates
improved performance in terms of low-voltage, low-noise, low-power consumption, high-gain,
and miniaturized design. The proposed potentiostat includes both VCU and TIA which was
designed using differential telescopic cascode OpAmp configuration, which consumes 250 μW of
power from 1.4 V voltage supply and a detection range of 200 nA to 20 μA. The potentiostat shows
a high gain of 98 dB, better phase margin 72 o with a bandwidth of 10 kHz and the input-referred
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noise current of 11 fA/√Hz. The chronoamperometric potentiostat was implemented in 180 nm
CMOS technology. The fabricated enzyme immobilized ENFM based sensing electrode
demonstrates the sensitivity of 10.22 μA/mM cm2 in a glucose solution and it can be used for up
to 60 days. These results provide the basis for utilizing this proposed low-noise and low-power
potentiostat circuit design for integrated biosensing applications.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work

6.1

Conclusions
Although the wearable and portable devices are the pillar of modern and smart societies, a

large portion of its infrastructure stills under development, operates with poor monitoring and
automation, and lacks sufficient communication among its components. Moreover, demand for
wearable devices is expected to increase in the coming years. This situation presents a unique
opportunity in history for electrical engineers to design novel strategies that allow the point-ofcare diagnostics to satisfy the increasing demand of wearable devices. Current sensor technology
requires large area and the use of several device components, making the devices bulky and more
cumbersome to wear during continuous monitoring. The proposed innovation will provide a device
technology design that reduces the number of device components, uses less power, is light weight,
and makes the technology smaller and easier to handle and carry, while enhancing the sensitivity
of the measurement – primarily changing the face of wearable and flexible devices.
This dissertation work presents, a comparative analysis of conductive polymer SCTF and
ENFM; SiCNPs-SCTF and SiCNPs-ENFM based electrochemical enzymatic glucose sensing
electrodes. The chronoamperometric analysis results demonstrated that the SiCNPs-ENFM based
glucose sensor provides enhanced sensitivity, better limit of detection (LOD), good stability, and
fast response time compared to ENFM, SCTF and SiCNPs-SCTF based sensing electrodes
however ENFM electrode shows the better durability compared to SiCNPs-ENFM electrode.
Hence ENFM based glucose sensing electrode is suitable for long term implantable glucose
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sensors with the integration of proposed potentiostat for continuous blood glucose monitoring
systems.
The novel TIA was designed in multi-stage cascode common source TIA configuration
and simulated in 180 nm CMOS process which demonstrates improved performance in terms of
low-noise, low-power consumption, high gain and miniaturized design. The novel potentiostat
were implemented using multi-stage difference-differential telescopic cascode operational
amplifier configuration and simulated with 180 nm CMOS technology library. The simulation
results confirm that the circuit operation with a supply voltage of 1.4 V and demonstrates a power
consumption of 250 μW. The integration of ENFM glucose sensor with proposed potentiostat for
continuous monitoring of blood glucose level, provides the basis for future wearable and portable
biosensors.
6.2

Future Work
There are several future paths of innovative work that can be anticipated following these

transformative results. An integrated system with a CMOS based low-power, low-noise
potentiostat circuit and silicon carbide nanoparticles (SiCNPs) based ENFM glucose sensor on a
single chip for wearable continuous blood glucose monitoring systems. The integration of sensor
and the IC in a single chip will compliment circuit miniaturization, and process implementation
which is strategic for scaling implantable, wearable and portable biosensing devices. For integrated
systems on a chip, this also reduces the parasitics, resulting in an increase in the overall speed of
the device.
As a proof of concept we did simulation on Si-MOSFET based potentiostat circuit because
the GPDK library was reliable for Si-MOSFET based simulation. All ready SiC-MOSFETs
(silicon-carbide-metal-oxide-field-effect-transistors) are in the market hence our simulation on Si-
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MOSFET based potentiostat circuit shows that it is feasible for the response that we want, so there
is no reason that it wouldn’t work for the SiC-MOSFETs based potentiostat. Hence the SiCMOSFETs based potentiostat circuit could be a feasible and a potential configuration with the
integration of glucose sensors for future biosensing applications.
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